
Climate Change
L5: Lesson Title  (3rd and 4th Class)

Write the words ‘Climate Change’ on the whiteboard. Are the 

children familiar with this term? Ask them to say what it 

means. Use the background information for teachers and fact 

sheet to explain the connections between our actions, 

greenhouses gases, global warming and Climate Change.

Tell Nangiro’s story to the children. Ask for their responses to 

the story. Use the questions on the worksheet as starter 

points for the discussion. Discuss similarities and differences 

between Nangiro’s life and the pupils’ lives. Distribute the 

worksheet and ask the pupils to answer the questions and fill 

in the speech bubbles. 

On the whiteboard, list the answers the children gave 

regarding actions they can take to help stop Climate Change 

(fourth box). Which was the most popular action they 

decided to undertake? Ask the children to write a letter to 

Nangiro telling him about the changes they will make in their 

daily lives in order to be kinder to the climate. 

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

You will need: 
Climate Change fact sheet and background information for teachers, Climate Change worksheet for 3rd and 

4th class, whiteboard, Climate Change case study (Nangiro’s story), old magazines/newspapers, voice recorder. 

Introduction: 
Discuss the word ‘change’ with the children. Ask them to say what they think of when they hear the word 

‘change’ and to give examples of change. Is change good or bad? Ask for their opinions. Has anything changed 

in the children’s lives? Maybe they got a new pet or joined a club/team. Elicit that they change classes and 

sometimes classrooms and teachers every year at school.  

Duration:  45 minutes

Aim:    To introduce Climate Change. 

   To explore the real life consequences of Climate Change through Nangiro’s Story. 

Subjects:   English SPHE   Geography

Strands:    Emotional and imaginative Myself and the wider world  Environmental awareness and care

Strand Units:   Developing emotional and Environmental care   Caring for the environment 

   imaginative life through 

   writing: letter writing 

Class: 3rd and 4th Class / Key Stage 2

Climate Change 
Lesson Title: Nangiro’s StoryLesson Title: Nangiro’s Story

Conclusion: 
Have volunteers read their letters aloud and invite the 

pupils to decorate their letters by recycling pictures from 

old magazines and newspapers.

Extension Activity: 
Climate Change story circle: Ask the pupils to sit in a circle. 

One pupil begins a story about Climate Change and stops 

after a few sentences. The next child picks up the story 

thread and continues it, then stops. The next child adds to it 

and so on until the story comes to a resolution. If necessary, 

guide the improvisation by sitting in the circle throughout 

the story. Record the Climate Change story circle for later 

listening. Why not send your Climate Change story circle to 

Trócaire?
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